Loved the *Twilight* Series? Want more like it? 
Try some of these! 
(but remember: there can only be one Edward . . . )

**Blood and Chocolate** *Annette Curtis Klause* 
Beautiful teenage werewolf Vivian falls in love with Aiden, a human – and longs to share her secret with him.

**Blue Bloods** *Melissa de la Cruz* 
Select teenagers from some of New York City’s wealthiest and most socially prominent families learn a startling secret about their bloodlines.

**Companions of the Night** *Vivian Vande Velde* 
When sixteen-year-old Kerry Nowicki helps a young man escape from a group who claims he’s a vampire, she finds herself faced with some bizarre and dangerous choices.

**Demon in my View** *Amelia Atwater-Rhodes* 
17-year-old Jessica discovers that the vampire world of her fiction is real when she develops relationships with an alluring vampire and the teenage witch who is trying to save Jessica from his clutches.

**In the Forests of the Night** *Amelia Atwater-Rhodes* 
Risika, a teenage vampire, wanders back in time to the year 1684, when, as a human, she died and was transformed against her will.

**Look For Me By Moonlight** *Mary Downing Hahn* 
While staying at the remote and reputedly haunted Maine inn run by her father and pregnant stepmother, 16-year-old Cynda feels increasingly isolated from her family and finds solace in the attentions of a mysterious guest.

**Midnight Predator** *Amelia Atwater-Rhodes* 
Turquoise Draka, a mercenary trained to fight vampires, witches, and shape-shifters, infiltrates a vampire

**stronghold, but ghosts from her past and new possibilities for her future threaten to distract her from the work at hand.**

**Shattered Mirror** *Amelia Atwater-Rhodes* 
While Sarah, the daughter of a powerful line of vampire-hunting witches, continues to pursue the ancient bloodsucker Nikolas, she finds herself in a dangerous friendship with two vampire siblings in her high school.

**The Silver Kiss** *Annette Curtis Klause* 
A mysterious teenage boy harboring a dark secret helps Zoë come to terms with her mother’s terminal illness.

**Sweetblood** *Pete Hautman* 
16-year-old Lucy has a theory that diabetics like herself are the original Undead. But in an internet chatroom where so-called vampires gather, Lucy meets Draco, who claims he’s the real thing.

**Tantalize** *Cynthia Leitich-Smith* 
When multiple murders in Austin, Texas threaten the grand re-opening of her family’s vampire-themed restaurant, 17-year-old Quincie worries that her best friend-turned-love interest, a werewolf-in-training, may be the prime suspect.

**Vampire High** *Douglas Rees* 
Angry over his family’s move, Cody flunks all his classes and is transferred to Vlad Dracul Magnet School. It’s a gorgeous campus with a great reputation, but Cody finds it’s also got an unusual student body. . .

*Find summaries of these titles and more at the TeenLibWiki: [http://yalibrarian.com/yalib_wiki](http://yalibrarian.com/yalib_wiki)*